
  

 

 
The Ridge Wallet Files International Trade Commission Complaint Against RossM Wallet, 
Mosaic Brands Inc., INSGG, SWZA, and ARW  

The Ridge Wallet, LLC (“Ridge”), an innovative consumer goods company responsible for one of 
the most distinct and recognizable compact wallets on the market, has filed a complaint with the 
United States International Trade Commission (“ITC”) to address various Respondents’ 
infringement of Ridge’s intellectual property rights.  Ridge asks the ITC to find that the 
Respondents’ “slim wallets,” when imported into the United States, infringe U.S. Patent No. 
10,791,808 and/or infringe on (and dilute) Ridge’s distinctive trade dress.  Ridge is therefore 
seeking an exclusion order and a cease and desist order to bar importation and sale of the 
infringing wallets by RossM Wallet, Mosaic Brands Inc., INSGG, SWZA, and ARW. 

Ridge was founded on the simple belief that it could make wallets better, and has since turned 
the wallet industry on its head with its minimalist approach to design.  After two Kickstarter 
campaigns, nine years of research and development in the United States, and over two million 
wallets sold, Ridge has built products and a brand on which consumers can rely.  Ridge takes 
great pride in the functionality, quality, novelty, and overall design and appearance of its wallets 
and continues to rely on its distinctiveness, goodwill, and business reputation to develop strong 
consumer trust and recognition for its revolutionary products. 

Ridge takes its intellectual property very seriously, which is the reason it is asking the ITC to bar 
importation of the infringing products.  Ridge’s substantial investment in intellectual property has 
resulted in patent protection, trademark, and trade dress protection for elements of its brand—
including its brand name and some of its most distinctive wallet finishes—and includes 
manufacturing, selling, and marketing products that embody these intellectual property rights.  
Ridge’s commitment to intellectual property development continues; it has several patents in 
process and expects its intellectual property portfolio to continue to grow to reflect its innovative 
and distinctive products and brand. 

For more information about Ridge and its wide array of consumer products, visit: 
https://ridge.com/  
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